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We discuss the excitation of polaritons—strongly coupled states of light and matter—by quantum light,
instead of the usual laser or thermal excitation. As one illustration of the new horizons thus opened, we
introduce “Mollow spectroscopy”—a theoretical concept for a spectroscopic technique that consists of
scanning the output of resonance fluorescence onto an optical target—from which weak nonlinearities can
be read with high precision even in strongly dissipative environments.
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Introduction.—One of the chief concerns of modern
optics is to bring to fruition nontrivial quantum states of
light [1,2]. This is typically achieved by driving a quantum
system with a laser, turning light that is as classical as can
be according to quantum mechanics into a nonclassical
output [3,4]. In this Letter, we take the reversed stand of
driving a weakly quantum system—or even a completely
classical one—with a quantum source. Here, “classical”
system means one that would yield classical states if
excited by a laser, such as a harmonic oscillator with
Hamiltonian Ha ¼ ℏωaa†a. This simple case is still an
important target as it describes, among other physical
systems of interest, the single mode of a passive cavity
or a field of noninteracting bosons such as plasmons [5]. To
describe composite particles such as exciton polaritons [6],
one then simply considers two harmonic oscillators a and b
linearly coupled with strength g. Excitons being weakly
interacting, with strength U, the polariton Hamiltonian
becomes anharmonic [7]:
HP¼ωaa†aþωbb†bþgða†bþab†ÞþUb†b†bb: ð1Þ
These systems are intrinsically open by nature, and driving
themwith a laser only allows forweak incursion, if any [8,9],
into the quantum regime. This is due to interactions being
too small and dissipation too large for a laser to yield
significant few-particle quantum effects. On the contrary,
when driven by a quantum source, even a linear system is left
in a strongly quantum state. This motivates us in introducing
the paradigm of exciting polaritons with quantum light, cf.
Fig. 1, opening a new chapter of the field already rich with
mesoscopic quantum states, such as condensates [10],
superfluids [11], Josephson oscillators [12,13], black hole
analogues [14], polariton Higgs fields [15], etc. (see
Ref. [16] for a review). Bringing such a versatile physics
to the single-particle limit will allow the investigation of
quantum simulators [17,18] or logic with polariton Fock
states [19,20]. We will now focus on two specific illustra-
tions. Exciting a passive system, we realize a new brand of
pure nonclassical steady states. Exciting interacting ones,
we introduce a spectroscopic technique that extracts from
photon statistics system parameters that are difficult to
access through intensity or blueshift measurements.
Formalism.—With the ever increasing availability of
quantum emitters, the question of their effect on a target
is one of increasing theoretical interest. In the wake of the
proposal for quantum optical spectroscopy [21], it has been
shown that the statistics of light strongly affects the
response of a system [22–26]. Related problems such as
cloning [27] and the perfect excitation of a Fock state
[28–30] are now topical. Our departure from the literature is
to account self-consistently for the correlations imparted by
the quantum source to the photons exciting the target. That
is to say, instead of considering ad hoc quantum states of
light, we include the exact dynamical properties of the light
field as molded by its source. This allows us to include, for
instance, correlations established through virtual processes,
which is desirable, as they have the most interesting
attributes [31]. The formalism to do that would then appear
to simply include the source as a part of the system and
solve for the dynamics of the joint exciting-excited com-
ponents. An important requisite, however, is that the source
is unaffected by the target: when an experimentalist shines
light on a sample, the source’s internal dynamics remains,
in principle, unaffected by the presence, or not, of the
sample. This is automatically realized in the conventional
model for excitation by a laser since the latter is described
by a c number, which has no internal dynamics. For
instance, exciting a two-level system σ with a laser is
simply modeled by the Hamiltonian [32]:
HM ¼ωσσ†σþΩexpðiωLtÞσþΩ expð−iωLtÞσ†; ð2Þ
and regardless of the population, coherence, etc., effec-
tively generated in the target, the attributes of the exciting
laser (intensity jΩj2 and frequency ωL) remain fixed as they
are mere parameters of the model. In the fully quantized
version [33], however, where the light field ΩeiωLt is
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upgraded to a Bose annihilation operator a, there is now a
feedback from emitter σ to the target a [34]. This causes
some dynamics of the supposed exciting laser that affects,
in turn, the target, removing the asymmetry with the source
that describes most experimental setups.
Concretely, our problem is the dynamic of the system
described by Eq. (1) when it is excited by the output of the
system described by Eq. (2). Separating the dynamics of
coupled systems is tackled in the framework of cascaded
systems [35], where the source output field is set as the target
input field through equations of motion in the quantum
Langevin form such that the source has no dependence on
any operators from the target, which, on the contrary,
depends on operators of the source. The derivation is detailed
in the Supplemental Material [34] and yields a master
equation ∂tρ¼ i½ρ;HþPi¼1;2 γi2Lciρ− ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃγ1γ2p f½c†2;c1ρ þ½ρc†1;c2g for the combined Hamiltonian H ¼ HP þHM,
with a Liouvillian in Lindblad form Lcρ ¼ ðγc=2Þð2cρc† −
ρc†c − c†cρÞ and c2, c1, the operators from the source or
target subsystems—in our case corresponding to c1 ¼ σ and
c2 ¼ a. We now tackle the aforementioned cases of interest.
Dissipative pure quantum state.—We first consider the
simplest possible implementation: the excitation of a
passive cavity (a harmonic oscillator) by the output of a
weakly driven two-level system according to Eq. (2). Only
two parameters rule this configuration: the ratio of decay
rate of the target with the emission rate of the source, γa=γσ,
and the pumping strength of the source Ω (also normalized
to γσ to keep the variables unitless). Figure 2 shows the
states of the cavity field that can be reached, through (a) the
photon statistics (color coded) and population (isolines) as
well as (b) the purity of the state measured through
Tr½ρ2 (with zero corresponding to maximally mixed
states and one to pure states). A large family of steady-






p jii, can be obtained despite the
driven-open nature of the system. Many of these states
are nonclassical, sustaining quantum superpositions and
sub-Poissonian fluctuations, depending on the interplay of
quantum pumping and decay. The cut along the line I-II
shows the transition from a regime where the target behaves
according to its own classical nature (I) to one where it
inherits instead the properties of the quantum source (II). In
the former case, where the repetition rate of the emitter is
larger than the decay rate, the many excitations that can be
accumulated give predominance to the target, which grows
a coherent state (gð2Þ ¼ 1) and exhibits the same PL
spectrum as it would if it were excited classically. In the
latter case, on the contrary, where the input is sparse, the
target simply stores the excitation and reproduces it
faithfully. This is the counterpart of the classically driven
quantum dots in the Heitler regime that produce single
photons with the coherence of the driving laser [36]. An
interesting scenario lies in between, where the state fed in
the cavity mixes characteristics of both its input and its
recipient. Quantum states of the light field can thus be
created with no need of quantum engineering, merely by
exciting the system with resonance fluorescence, that is, the
output of a driven two-level system. This realizes what one
can refer to as a “dissipative Fock state N,” defined as a
steady state in an open environment qualitatively close to
ρnm ¼ δNnδNm. Together with the Fock states, we thus can
find such steady states with a population larger than one
and exhibiting antibunching gð2Þ < 1. Also, whenever
gð2Þ < 1=2, the population is less than unity, thus still
satisfying on average this flawed criterion for single
particle excitation. Another cut, III-IV, on the isoline of
average population unity, shows how antibunching
increases as the amplitude of state j1i increases at the
expense of vacuum and state j3i, keeping the amplitude
of state j2i the same, allowing for some quantum control
in the steady state. Sources with an even higher quantum
character [37] can yield steady states with ρ22 >
maxðρ11=2; ρ33Þ, that is, with fewer quantum fluctuations
for two particles in the steady state than are normally
allowed by spontaneous emission, thereby realizing the
dissipative Fock state N ¼ 2. This is discussed further in
the Supplemental Material [34].
Mollow spectroscopy.—We now consider another appli-
cation of quantum excitation by driving the emitter in the
Mollow regime of a spectral triplet [32] and in the presence
of interactions U for the target. The Mollow triplet is a




FIG. 1 (color online). Scheme of our proposal. (a) A typical
optical excitation scenario of quantum optics, a laser excites a
quantum system, e.g., a quantum dot. (b) Instead of the conven-
tional scenario of also exciting polaritons with a laser, we excite
polaritons with quantum light: specifically, from the output of the
quantum system excited by the laser. (c) Mollow spectroscopy: the
photoluminescence of a strongly driven two-level system provides
the Mollow triplet, shown on the left with energy on the vertical
axis. Various spectral windows provide different types of photon
correlations, sketched here as photon balls with different temporal
spacing. Exciting the lower polariton (LP) with leapfrog photon
pairs allows us to measure accurately very small values of the
interaction.




frequency windows [38]. Even though the emitter itself is a
single-photon source, frequency selection allows us to
access the full underlying dynamics that is otherwise
averaged over to reduce to a mere antibunching. For
instance, while photons from the side peaks are neatly
antibunched, those from the central peak are slightly
bunched; cf. Fig. 1(c). Less prone to attention, the emission
halfway between the central peak and each satellite is,
however, the most promising for applications. Photons at
these frequencies originate from transitions between every
other manifold by virtual processes, so-called leapfrog
processes [38] that allow us to jump over the intermediate
manifold in a direct two-photon deexcitation. This leads to
superbunched strongly correlated pairs of identical pho-
tons, violating Cauchy-Schwarz and Bell’s inequalities
[31]. Photons in other frequency windows span intermedi-
ate cases. This has recently been spectacularly confirmed
experimentally [39]. Such a rich variety of different
quantum light from a single emitter can thus be scanned
over the target to probe its response to all types of input,
from single-photon light to superbunched, strongly corre-
lated photon pairs. We call this new addition to the
emerging field of photon-statistics spectroscopy [25]
“Mollow spectroscopy.”
The response of weakly interacting polaritons, Eq. (1), to
classical light (a laser) shows that antibunching is extremely
small and requires vanishing excitations [7], as stronger
excitations lead to blueshift and bistability [40]. For this
reason, unconventional polariton blockade mechanisms are
favored [41,42], although these still require small pumping.
In contrast, excitation with quantum light allows a strong
response in statistics with small populations for all ranges of
excitation and values of U=γa. Figure 3(a) shows the lower
polariton population nLP (the dot-dashed yellow line)
and their second-order correlation function gð2ÞLP (the blue
line) as the quantum source is scanned over the lower
polariton (LP) branch, at energy ωLP ¼ ðωa þ ωbÞ=2 −ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g2 − ½ðγa − γbÞ=42
p
(we take into account the small shift
due to dissipation). Both the population and the statistics of
the Mollow triplet are transferred to the polaritons, but with
some deviations due to their interaction. These deviations
are particularly marked in the polariton statistics, even down
to very small values ofU=γa, as seen in Fig. 3(b), where we
plot the L2 norm ∥gð2ÞU¼0 − g
ð2Þ
U≠0∥2, i.e., integrating over
frequencies the difference of photon statistics with and
without nonlinearities. Variations of ≈1% are obtained for
U=γa ¼ 10−2. For lower values, this becomes a delicate
measurement but still one within reach of state-of-the-art
experiments [39]. The higher sensitivity of the nonlinearity
in statistics than in population comes from the strongly
correlated character of the leapfrog photon pairs, which
optimize the effect of the interaction by consistently using
the ideal number of photons (two) needed for it to manifest.
The tunability of statistics from theMollow triplet allows us,
in particular, to extract the numerical value of the non-
linearity. This is achieved by measuring the change in
photon statistics with the frequency of excitation. The
maximum superbunching is provided by the two frequency
windows between the central peak and the satellites. Photon
pairs closer to the satellites lose this superbunching faster
than those closer to the central peak. Comparing the
response of the system when going in these two directions
allows us to quantify small nonlinearities that are otherwise
hidden in the radiative broadening. Thanks to the symmetry
of the Mollow triplet, such a comparison can be conven-
iently implemented without the need for a calibration of the
frequencies by using directly both sides of the triplet, rather
than both sides of the superbunching peak. One can simply
sweep the Mollow line shape onto the target and record its
photon statistics. From these measurements, one then
defines f for the autoconvolution of the correlation function,




The triangle inequality places the maximum of fðωÞ at the
value ω0 that minimizes the asymmetry of g
ð2ÞðωÞ around
ω0 − ωLP. When the leapfrog processes are sufficiently well
defined (see below), we find that the shift is precisely given





FIG. 2 (color online). Pure quantum states in the steady state.
The red area of (b) shows where the system is in a pure state. The
density plot of gð2Þð0Þ in (a) shows that this corresponds to states
with gð2Þ ≤ 1. Four isolines of constant populations are shown on
both panels. (c) Antibunching and ratio of the effective linewidths
of the target and source along the line I-II, showing a transfer of
properties from the source to its target. (d) Antibunching, purity
and diagonal elements ρn;n ¼ hnjρjni of the density matrix along
the line III-IV. (e) Density matrices for three pumping powers. At
Ω3, the system is in state j1i, with over 60% probability, although
not in a pure state anymore.




ω0 ¼ ωLP þ 2Uχ202; ð3Þ
where χ02 is the two-polariton Hopfield coefficient for the
state j02i of two excitons and zero photons. The closed-form
expression of χ02 in terms of detuning is too cumbersome to
be given here, but the value is straightforwardly obtained by
diagonalization of Eq. (1) and is in excellent approximation
given by χ201; cf. Fig. 3(c). In the case of an anharmonic
oscillator with no exciton-photon structure, the shift would
be directly given by 2U. There is thus no dependence of the
measurement ω0 on the population or other dynamical
variables and it is therefore absolute, unlike the blueshift
from a classical driving that requires knowledge of the
effective laser intensity. This is not the only advantage that
powers Mollow spectroscopy. A strong pumping of polar-
itons leads to several complications that hinder full or
compelling information, such as heating, phase-space filling
[43], loss of strong coupling [44], population of an exciton
reservoir contributing the bulk of the blueshift [45,46],
exciton-photon fraction deviating from the Hopfield coef-
ficients [47], etc. Since polariton interactions provide the
foundation for nonlinear effects that constitute much of the
polariton literature, the question of their nature and magni-
tude could be regarded as one of the most important open
problems of the field [48–50]. In contrast, the excitation of
the same system with the Mollow triplet is clean of all such
complications of high densities. Since it recourses to the
minimum amount of polaritons required to poke the
interaction (two), Mollow spectroscopy acts as a “probe”
in the ultimate sense of the term, with as little disturbance as
possible.
For Eq. (3) to hold, the Mollow triplet must be such that
leapfrog processes are not mixed with other types of less
correlated emission, leading to some departure from a shift
ruled wholly by the two-polariton interaction. Figure 3(d)
shows the splitting required for Eq. (3) to be accurate,
namely, in the plateau when Ω ≥ 3γa. Even at low splitting,
from a power dependence, one can estimate the nonlinearity.
For largeMollow splittings against the Rabi splitting, there is
a resonance in gð2Þ atΩ=γa ¼ 3g=2 when the lower leapfrog
excites the lower polariton branch, while the upper Mollow
satellite excites the upper polariton branch.
Conclusions and Perspectives.—We have shown how
exciting a system with quantum light opens new perspec-
tives in several areas of quantum physics. The nature of the
quantum excitation here is such that dynamical correlations
from a source are self-consistently mapped to the target,
rather than assuming initial conditions set by hand and, for
this reason, bound to particular cases. Specifically, our
approach describes realistic quantum light in its full
complexity, rather than limiting it to particular and often
much simpler cases (such as Fock or squeezed states). This
takes advantage in particular of the dynamical aspects of
the source, such as virtual processes of the emitter. It also
brings several improvements in the theoretical description
of an increasingly pivotal problem, the use of quantum
sources in practical applications and their interfacing with
other systems. As illustrations of the benefits of exciting
with quantum light, we have shown how to realize pure
nonclassical steady states by driving a cavity with a single-
photon source, and we have introduced a new type of
spectroscopy by the suppression of fluctuations. These
results suggest numerous other applications, including the
spin, performing quantum pump-probe and two-tone spec-
troscopy with delay between quantum correlated beams,
probing and exciting continuous fields or their resonant
configurations such as optical parametric oscillators, and
driving other quantum systems, e.g., two-level systems,
coupled cavities, polariton circuits, etc., each of them
amenable to several types of quantum light. The emitter
of Fock states recently proposed by some of the authors
[37], releasing all its energy in bundles of N photons,
should be a key resource for quantum excitation. Beyond
the exotic states of light already alluded to, this may open
the door to new classes of excitations, such as the correlated
electron-hole clusters, the so-called dropletons [51], dis-
covered within the limitations of classical excitations by
theoretical deduction.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Mollow spectroscopy of weakly interact-
ing polaritons. (a) Population (dot-dashed yellow line) and
photon-statistics (solid blue line) when scanning the Mollow
triplet onto the lower polariton branch. (b) Magnitude of the
deviation from the noninteracting polariton statistics as a function
of U=γa. (c) Hopfield coefficients χnm of relative light (n)-matter
(m) content, as a function of detuning. (d) Mollow splitting
required for the measurement of ω0 to be Ω independent,
allowing an absolute measurement of U.
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